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Abstract
Most studies of cigarette demand ignore quality variation. In general, consumers may respond to price rises by reducing quantity
consumed, but also by downgrading the quality of what they consume. If each type of response is not allowed for, what is
estimated as a price elasticity of quantity demand will combine the effects of quantity and quality adjustments. We distinguish
between 15 brands of cigarettes in Indonesia, where prices of the dearest brands are over double those of the cheapest. Using
Indonesian Family Life Survey data, we estimate individual level demand for cigarettes, comparing estimated own-price elasticities
when brand-level controls for quality are included and when they are excluded (as in most prior studies). The own price elasticity of
quantity demand for cigarettes purchased is -0.82 if brand effects are ignored, but is just -0.54 once the brand effects are used.
There is a similar gap for the price elasticities of cigarettes smoked. We use these results to simulate a 10% rise in the excise tax,
and find that the effect of the tax hike in reducing the number of cigarettes smoked would be overstated by 56% if the brand-level
controls for quality choice are not used.
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